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ABSTRACT

We propose in this paper a new evaluation metric that enables

to quantify the quality of an image interpretation result. This

metric takes into account the a priori knowledge used by the

interpretation algorithm and the ground truth associated with

the original image. We combine two metrics that evaluate the

localization and recognition results of each detected object.

We show that the proposed metric fulfills some theoretical

properties and has a correct behavior face to empirical exper-

iments on an image benchmark database. We think that this

metric could be a reliable reference for image and video un-

derstanding competitions.

Index Terms— image understanding, object localization,

object recognition, evaluation metric.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image understanding is still a great challenge in image pro-

cessing. Many applications are concerned such as target de-

tection and recognition, medical imaging or video monitor-

ing. Whatever the foreseen application may be, the extracted

information conditions the performances of the resulting pro-

cess. It is required for this localization to be as precise as pos-

sible and with a correct recognition. Many algorithms have

been proposed in the literature to achieve this task [1, 2, 3, 4],

but it still remains difficult to compare the performance of

these algorithms that extract the localization of objects of in-

terest.

In order to evaluate object detection and recognition al-

gorithms, several research competitions have been created

such as the Pascal VOC Challenge [5, 6] or the French Robin

Project [7]. Given a manually made ground truth, these

competitions use metrics to evaluate and compare the results

obtained by different localization algorithms. If the metrics

used for these competitions appeal to everyone’s common

sense (good correspondence between the ratio height/width

or the size of the detected bounding box and of the ground
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truth), none of them puts the same characteristic forward. The

main objective of these competitions is to compare different

image understanding algorithms by evaluating their global

behavior for different scenarios and parameters. It could be

useful to have a reliable quality score of an interpretation

result given the associated ground truth.

Many evaluation metrics initially proposed for various

purposes such as segmentation evaluation or image retrieval

evaluation can be found in the literature and should reveal

themselves relevant for the evaluation of image understand-

ing results. In our work, we intend to define a reliable quality

score of an interpretation result. As for example in Figure 1,

we would like to distinguish automatically the best result.

(a) Original image (b) Ground truth

(c) Result 1 (d) Result 2

(e) Result 3 (f) Result 4

Fig. 1. Examples of interpretation results on a single image

We studied 33 different localization metrics from the state



of the art by considering some theoretical properties and an

experimental study. The results of this comparative study are

presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed qual-

ity score of an image understanding result. We present some

experimental results in section 4. Finally, conclusions and

perspectives of this work are given in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

In a previous work [8], we aimed to evaluate the quality of

metrics for the evaluation of localization results. We first ref-

erenced up to 33 different metrics allowing to evaluate a lo-

calization result. Some of these metrics were not created with

the specific purpose of localization evaluation, but for seg-

mentation or image quality evaluation.

We then evaluated each of these metrics. To do so, we

created a synthetic database with 16 ground truths. We used

different alterations to create synthetic localization results:

translation, scale change, rotation and perspective. We can

see on figure 2, some examples of alterations. We finally ob-

tained a total of 118.080 synthetic localization result images.

(a) Translation (b) Scale change (c) Rotation (d) Perspective

Fig. 2. Four examples of alterations

We computed the metric between the ground truth and

each synthetic result and obtained a 3D curve for each triplet

{metric, alteration, ground truth}. From these curves, we

verified if all the metrics fulfill some properties. The cho-

sen properties that a metric should fulfill to correctly evaluate

localization results:

1. Symmetry: a metric should equally penalize two results

with the same alteration, but in opposite directions (ex-

ample, translations of the localization result +5 or -5

pixels horizontally),

2. Strict Monotony: a metric should penalize the results

the more they are altered,

3. Uniform Continuity: a metric should not have an im-

portant gap between two close results,

4. Topological dependency: a metric result should depend

on the size or the shape of the localized object.

The most properties are fulfilled, the better is the met-

ric. The conclusion of [8] was to use a region based metric,

and more particularly PAS [5, 6], MARlce,MARgce [9] or

V IN [10] metrics.

3. DEVELOPED METHOD

The method is composed of four stages, as we can see on fig-

ure 3: (i) Matching objects, (ii) Local evaluation, (iii) Over-

and Under- detection compensation and finally (iv) Global

evaluation score computation.

Fig. 3. Principle of the evaluation process

The first stage is necessary to match objects from the

ground truth and from the interpretation result. Moreover,

this enables the detection of missed objects (over-detection)

and the detection of multiple detection (under-detection). To

match objects, we compute a matching score matrix as in

[11]. The number of rows corresponds to the number of

objects in the ground truth, and the number of columns corre-

sponds to the number of objects in the interpretation result. In

each cell of this matrix, we indicate the recovery of objects.

The recovery is computed with the PAS metric:

PAS(Igt, Ii) =
Card(Irgt ∩ Iri )

Card(Irgt ∪ Iri )
(1)

with card(Irgt) the number of pixels from the object in the

ground truth, and card(Iri ) the number of pixels from the de-

tected object in the interpretation result. The matching scores

range from 0 to 1, 1 corresponds to a perfect localization. We

perform then the assignment with the Hungarian algorithm

[12]. An example of such a matrix can be found in Figure 4.

It shows 4 objects in the ground truth, 5 objects in the inter-

pretation result and 3 matched objects. The fourth object in

the ground truth is not detected (under-detection) and two ob-

jects in the interpretation result do not correspond to an object

in the ground truth (over-detection). We decided to associate

only one object per object in the ground truth as in [6] and not

to look after multiple detection of the same as in [11, 13].

The local evaluation stage corresponds to the evaluation

of each matched object k. We first evaluate the localization
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(a) Matching score matrix
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Fig. 4. Example of matching score and assignment matrix

of the object and then its recognition. The evaluation of the

localization is the Martin’s one [9] adapted to one object:

Sloc(Igt, Ii, k) =
1

card(I)
min

(
card(I

r(k)
gt∖i )

card(I
r(k)
g t)

,
card(I

r(k)
i∖gt )

card(I
r(k)
i )

)

(2)

with card(I) the number of pixels in the image and card(I
r(k)
gt∖i )

the number of pixels present in the ground truth object k and

not present in the detected object. The evaluation of the

recognition part aims to compare the class of the object in

the ground truth and in the interpretation result. We give

the score Srec(Igt, Ii, k) = 0, if classes are the same and 1
otherwise.

Given these two scores, we compute the interpretation

score S(k) as the combination of the localization and the

recognition scores. We use a parameter �, set at 0.8, to bal-

ance these two scores. A lower value of this parameter gives

too much impact to the recognition score.

S(k) = � ∗ Sloc(Igt, Ii, k) + (1− �) ∗ Srec(Igt, Ii, k) (3)

After the computation of the local score for each matched

object, we obtain an interpretation score matrix as presented

in Figure 5. Then, the third stage aims at compensating the

under-detection and over-detection. This stage fills rows and

columns without score with 1, giving the final score matrix.

Finally, the global score is computed as the mean of local

scores.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we study the evolution of the global score

face to different alterations of interpretation results. There are

three kinds of possible alteration: wrong localization, wrong

recognition, forgotten or wrongly added.

To study the evolution of the global score face to localiza-

tion, we use images from the Pascal VOC Challenge 2008 [6].

Among the database, we randomly choose 6 images within 2

to 6 objects per image. We then randomly choose two objects

per image and alter them with the four alterations presented in

0,13
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0,09

(a) Interpretation score matrix

0,13

0,01

0,09

1

1
(b) Interpretation score matrix with com-

pensation

Fig. 5. Example of local score matrix and local score one with

compensation

Figure 2: translation, scale change, rotation and perspective

alteration. The mean result of the global score face to each

alteration is presented in Figure 6. Curves show the global

score versus the power of the alteration. We can see that the

more we alter the interpretation result, the more the global

score penalizes the interpretation result. Moreover, we can

see that the translation and rotation alterations are more pe-

nalized than the scale change alteration and even more than

the perspective one. This seems correct regarding Figure 2,

where all images are altered with an alteration power of 20.

(a) Translation (b) Scale change

(c) Rotation (d) Perspective

Fig. 6. Results for the localization part

Concerning the recognition part, we study how evolves

the global score when the class of the localized object is not

correct, as for example, when a dog is recognized as a sheep.

To do this, we alter the class of objects and study the evo-

lution of the global score. Figure 7 shows the evolution of

the global score face to the number of altered objects, for 2

ground truths: one with 4 objects and the other with 8 ob-



jects. We can see that the more there are altered objects, the

more the global score penalizes the interpretation result.

(a) 4 objects (b) 8 objects

Fig. 7. Results for the recognition part

Finally, we study the impact of missing objects and over-

detected ones. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the global

score face to the number of missing objects or over-detected

for 2 ground truths with 4 and 8 objects. We can see that

these situations are correctly penalized. Moreover, missing

an object is more penalized than over-detecting some objects.

(a) 4 objects (b) 8 objects

Fig. 8. Results for over- and under-detection

If we compute the global interpretation score for im-

ages in Figure 1, we obtain the following results: (result 1:

0.0157), (result 2: 0.0774), (result 3: 0.3383) and (result 4:

0.0118). Result 1 and 4 have better scores since all objects

are correctly recognized even if the localization is less precise

than for result 2. Result 2 has as bad score because the dog is

recognized as a sheep, and result 3 has a bad score since one

an object is missing. Moreover, if we compute the score of

the ground truth, the obtained score is 0 as expected.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Results show that the proposed quality score enables the eval-

uation of image understanding results. We penalize the differ-

ent errors from the most important to the less one: forgotten

object, wrong recognition and bad localization. The proposed

metric fulfills many desired properties and has a correct be-

havior face to different situations. Note that the importance

of recognition face to localization can be adjusted for a par-

ticular application.

Perspectives are to improve the balance between the local-

ization score, the recognition score and the compensation for

missed and over-detected objects. Moreover, we want to im-

prove the recognition score by introducing a distance matrix

between classes.
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